High School Poetry Assignments Available on the Internet

1. This web site offers poetry assignments suitable for a variety of grade levels, organized around 18 different types of poems. Each type is defined and illustrated with useful sample poems.

   http://www.angelfire.com/ct2/evenski/poetry/assignments.html

2. This web site provides some excellent poetry assignments that grow out of literature studies so that students start with professional models from writers like Longfellow, Whitman, and Hughes and develop their own poems. Most of these should be very accessible for high school students.

   http://edsitement.neh.gov/view_lesson_plan.asp?id=261

3. This web site presents five formula poem assignments with examples of each. The persona poem formula is particularly interesting.

   http://homepage.mac.com/mseffie/handouts/formulapoems.html

4. This web site presents 12 fun poetry assignments with sample poems to illustrate each with a mix of student and professional work.

   http://www.mhill.net/cwp.html#p1

5. This web site emphasizes the use of the showing techniques in writing poetry. The “bad poem” assignment is worth trying to remind yourself what NOT to do.

   http://drake.marin.k12.ca.us/staff/doherty/poetry.htm

6. This comprehensive web site provides a list of 88 types of poems with multiple examples of each type.

   http://www-shadowpoetry.com/resources/wip/types.html

7. This web site defines and illustrates 30 types of poems, representing a variety of cultures. Each link within the web site points out professional poets who wrote in these various styles.

   http://www.poets.org/viewmedia.php/prmMID/5770

8. This web site is part of the Red Creek Central School District’s creative writing program in Red Creek, New York. Called “Poetry Quest,” this excellent series of web pages offers students and teachers a wealth of resources and writing assignments in poetry.

   http://www.rccsd.org/Keim/index.htm